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Unsolvability



Overview

Gaussian elimination
Linear programming
Subsquares
Full colum rank
LSQ
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Vector x ∈ Rn is a solution of an interval system if and only if

|Acx− bc| ≤ A∆|x|+ b∆.

We can get rid of the first abs. value by rewriting plus / minus case
We can get rid of the second abs. value by knowledge in which
orthant we are
We get a system of linear inequalities in each orthant
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and consistent || · ||.
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Good choice is R ≈ A+
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Visualisations of testing 1

Figure: Least squares Figure: Full colum rank



Visualisations of testing 2

Figure: Subsquares 5 sys. Figure: Subsquares 10 sys.
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Many of them was usable for square systems

We can use them according to
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- Verified solution enclosure computation
- Verified linear programming
- Parallelization

New conditions in progress
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